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RESEARCH OF TOKEN RING NETWORK OPTIONS IN AUTOMATION
SYSTEM OF MARSHALLING YARD
Summary. In the automation systems of sorting process the use of computer
networks of Ethernet technology is possible. But its traditional drawback is a
probabilistic nature of the network access, which does not guarantee the information
transmission in specified time intervals. However, there are other technologies that are
free from this defect, for example, the Token Ring technology. A methodology, for
determination of the network parameters in the automation system on marshalling yard
at the restriction of the average time for application waiting in the queue at the station
network has worked out. Using the token method of access to the ring, the state
diagram of network stations was compiled. This is the basis for simulation model of the
Token Ring network, which was developed in the GPSS environment.
As a result of simulation the dependencies of the maximum queue length at the network
station on the frame length, intensity, and distribution of time for application receipt
from the station were obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
The marshalling yard to a great extent determines the capacity of railway transport and its
operating efficiency. Automation of marshalling yard is performed at two levels: the organizational
management and the control of technological process [1]. At a time the Ukrainian marshalling yards
are integrated as a single automated system for the control of Ukrzaliznytsia’s freight transportations
(SAS CFT UZ), the basic integral subsystems of which are the computer networks [2]. In addition, for
organization of subsystems interaction a network server and local workstation networks providing
access of various users to the resources at higher levels were introduced. During the processing of car
traffic volumes at the marshalling yard it is proposed to form the documents on the basis of
information flows coming from the ground equipment used in the systems of railway automation: light
signals, turnouts, sensors, track circuits, speed controllers, and others.
Different countries use the series of Ethernet technology network on railway transport [3 – 6]. But,
the traditional drawback of using Ethernet in control systems is considered a probabilistic nature of
devices access to the network [7 – 9]. This fact does not guarantee the information transmission in the
specified time intervals. However, there are other technologies [2, 10] that are free from this defect,
for example the technology Token Ring [11] based on the token method of access to the ring [12].
As an example of using such network let us consider one of the promising subsystems of the
marshalling yard connected to the SAS CFT UZ that is intended for operation management at the
marshalling yard. This subsystem provides full control of each car, that is, on the territory of the
marshalling yard. The network structure is the promising direction of such subsystem. It is reasonable
to allocate five sites on the automation object [13–14]. The information from these sites will be
processed by the controller assigned to the site in accordance with a territorial basis. So, for receiving
and processing of the information coming from the ground equipment the five stations of the Local
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Area Network (LAN) will be involved. Further specialized microcontrollers with communication
capabilities will be taken as the network stations. The sensors located at each turnout will be
considered as the ground equipment for data take off. Moreover, the introduction of two-channel
sensors on both sides of each switch is expected. This solution can detect not only the fact of car
passing over the sensor, but also the direction of its movement. Placing the stations of the LAN
(complete/partial) can be done both at the marshalling yard itself and in the relay room.
Variant 1: Stations of the LAN are located directly at the technology object, as it is shown in the
Fig. 1. Physical and logical topology of such network is a ring; this option has equal advantages and
disadvantages.
Variant 2: The hub MSAU (Multi Station Access Unit) is located in the relay room. The signals
from the ground equipment go to the hub directly through the specialized microcontrollers
(workstations of network), located at the marshalling yard. Physical topology of such network is starring (Fig. 2). This allows making the network more reliable.

Fig. 1. Location of the Token Ring network stations at the technological object

Fig. 2. Location of the Token Ring network stations in the relay room

The stations that are connected to the ring through the hub are joined with it by the lobe cable.
Other network stations are connected in the ring by the direct links, which are called trunk cables. Hub
ports designated for such connection are called Ring-In and Ring-Out. In addition, hub placing in one
room makes it possible to simplify the process of network maintenance, especially in cases of failure
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of one of the stations and when an urgent replacement is needed. To prevent the influence of this
station on the ring operation, the stations are connected to the ring trunk through the special equipment
that are called TCU (Trunk Coupling Units). Their functions include the formation of workaround that
eliminates trunk approach to the MAC-node of the station in case of its refusal. This example (to
simplify the model) does not consider connection of the network with the real-time server and
automated control system at the top level.

2. FORMAL MODEL OF THE NETWORK STATION
The statechart diagram was developed for data link layer of the network station according to the
token method of access to the ring at the data transmission speed of 4 Mb/s, which is shown in Fig. 3.
The statechart displays the complete process of token moving from station to station of the LAN.
The chart contains the following nine states.
Listening is the main state of network station, wherein it awaits the reception of the token from the
neighboring station. As the logical network topology is a ring, the token can be obtained only from the
previous station.
Token receipt is a state, in which the network station receives the expected token from the previous
station and conducts its further processing, depending on who is the recipient of the token. It also
checks for the presence/absence of data.
Empty "token" – in case of empty token the station checks the presence of applications in the
queue. If there are no applications, the station transmits the token to the next station. In case, there are
applications for data transmission at the station, it "fills" the token with data, that is it attaches the data
of a certain length to the token, changing the token status to "Token with data."
“Token with data” is a state, in which the network station after the token receipt determines
whether it was addressed to it. In case of a positive answer the status "Token with data" is changed
into "Data receipt". Then the station transmits the token to the next network station. If the token with
data was sent by the station itself (it made a round all in the ring), then this token is transferred to the
state "Processed data removal."

Fig. 3. Statechart diagram of the data link layer of the station according to the token method of access to the ring
at 4 Mb/s
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Processed data removal – after removal of the received token, the network station forms a new
token and goes into the state "Empty token."
Empty token transfer is the transfer of token that does not have a data block to the next station upon
the condition of application absence in the queue.
Data loading from the queue is adding to the token, a block of data, upon the condition of the
applications availability in the queue.
Transfer of token with data is a condition when the transfer of the token with data block to the ring
takes place.
Operation of the Token Ring network with each station may be represented as queuing system (QS)
M/D/1 (Fig. 4). It is assumed at the same time of the application service in the network Token Ring at
4 Mb/s (it is equal to the time of token rotation on the ring) the intensity of applications receipt from
the ground equipment to the station will be proportional to the intensity of applications arrival from
network station to the ring.

Fig. 4. Formal model of interaction of a Token Ring network with each station

3. SIMULATION MODEL “TOKEN RING-4”
To develop a simulation model for the LAN according to the token method of access to the ring at
the data transmission speed of 4 Mb/s, the GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System) language was
used. This language has some advantages over other common languages of simulation modeling.
The restrictions adopted in the simulation model “Token Ring-4” are as follows: physical data
transmission speed 4 Mb/s; there is no control processes (one can observe a steady phase); simulation
is performed on the data link layer of the network; the non-preferential service of the token; seven is
the maximum number of workstations (due to the restrictions of the GPSS version); the propagation
time of signal in the cable is not taken into account; errors during transmission are ignored.
The initial parameters of the simulation model “Token Ring-4” are as follows: the data
transmission speed; the number of network workstations; distribution of time applications receipt from
the station; intensity of applications receipt; frame length.
The resulting characteristics generated by the simulation model “Token Ring-4” are: queues
statistics of each network station (average and maximum number of applications in the queue, average
and maximum time of finding applications in the queue); use factor of network stations; use factor of
data transmission channel; the total number of processed applications.
GPSS system allows one to monitor performance of the simulated object (in this case performance
of the LAN according to the token method of access to the ring) throughout the modeling process. The
system makes it possible to monitor the status of queues, devices, and logic switches. After the
simulation process a standard report containing the data on workstations, data transmission channel,
and information on the application queues from the network stations will be displayed.
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With the help of the GPSS system during simulation one can build graphs that reflect the specific
characteristics of the main objects of the GPSS language. For example, the graph of the maximum
length of application queue from the station number 3 to the Token Ring network is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Maximum length of application queue from the station number 3 to the Token Ring network

4. MODEL EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Сomplete factorial experiment
For experiments on the simulation model “Token Ring-4” the experimental design theory was used.
The following parameters were taken as the input factors: number of stations (N); the intensity of the
application receipt from the network stations (λ); data frame length (L). Time distribution of
applications receipt from the station is exponential. Set up complete factorial experiment (CFE23). It
was formulated the regression equation corresponding to the CFE23:

(1)
y = b0 x0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b12 x1 x2 + b13 x1 x3 + b23 x2 x3 + b123 x1 x2 x3 ,
where xi – is the encoded value of i factor; bi – is the coefficient at the i factor; bij – is the coefficient
at the double influence of the i and j factors; bijk – is the coefficient at the triple influence of the i, j

and к factors; y – is the report. The maximum length of application queue of the station to the Token
Ring network was taken as this report.
Four experiments were conducted. Test of homogeneity of statistical material was performed using
the Cochran test. The resulting regression equation has the following form:

(2)
y =11 + 5 x1 + 5 x2 + 7 x3 + 3 x1 x2 + 5 x1 x3 + 4 x2 x3 + 3 x1 x2 x3 .
Resulting empirical model is the adequate one according to the t-criterion.
4.2. The influence study of the frame length on the operation of the Token Ring network
Studies were conducted using the simulation model of the Token Ring network. The model
comprises of five stations in the automation system of sorting process at the marshalling yard. Such
factor as the intensity of the applications receipt from the station is the fixed one (60 applications/s);
the remaining factor (frame length) is the varied one. The maximum number of applications in the
queue was taken as the studied characteristics of the network (for example, the station no. 3).
Simulation time is 20 seconds. The simulation was conducted under different time distributions of the
applications receipt from the stations to the network. Fig 6 shows the dependence of maximum length
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of the station application queue of the Token Ring network on the frame length at different time
distributions of application receipt from the station. On the basis of the obtained data we can conclude
on the distribution of time of application receipt from the station. The most "extreme" for the network
according to the token method of access to the rings was the normal distribution; the least was the
even one.
Fig.6 shows that with increasing frame length, the length of application queue increases
correspondingly. Moreover, for example, if the frames of 3000 octets length circulate through the ring,
then in the automation system of sorting process at the hump the maximum queue length at even time
distribution of application receipt from the station to the network will make 11 applications, 18
applications at exponential distribution, and 23 applications at normal distribution.

Fig. 6 - Dependence of maximum length of the station application queue of the Token Ring network on the
frame length at the intensity of application receipt from the station 60 applications/s

4.3. Influence study of the application receipt intensity and the frame length on the maximum
length of the station application queue to the network Token Ring
In order to conduct this study let us fix such factor as the length of the frame. The study was
conducted using the simulation model at the exponential time distribution of application receipt from
the station to the Token Ring network, which contains five workstations in the automation system of
sorting process at the marshalling yard. The remaining factor (intensity of applications receipt from
the stations to the network) will be varied. Simulation time is 20 seconds. The simulation results are
presented in the Fig. 7. The figure shows that if, for example, the intensity of applications receipt from
the station to the network is 60 applications/s, and the frame length is 1000 octets, the maximum
length of the station application queue in the automation system of sorting process at the marshalling
yard is 11 applications.
4.4. Determination of the Token Ring network parameters meeting the set limit
For the systems that operate in real-time the reaction time, the main component of which is the
waiting time of application in the queue is the critical one. Between the waiting time and length of the
application queue at the network station there is the following dependency:

Tw =

w

λ

,

(3)
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Fig. 7. Influence study of the application receipt intensity from the station to the Token Ring network and the
frame length on the maximum length of the application queue

where Tw is the average waiting time in the application queue; w is the length of the application
queue of the network station; λ is the intensity of applications receipt from the stations to the
network.
The purpose of this part of the study is to determine the parameters of the Token Ring network in
the automation system of sorting process at the hump, at which the average waiting time in the
application queue does not exceed Twallow . According to Twallow the maximum length of the application

queue of the Token Ring station will be equal to wmax , then the obtained regression equation (2) will
take the following form:
(4)
11 + 5 x1 + 5 x2 + 7 x3 + 3 x1 x2 + 5 x1 x3 + 4 x2 x3 + 3 x1 x2 x3 ≤ wmax .
Let us solve the resulting inequality with respect to x1 :
w − 11 − 5 х2 − 7 х3 − 4 х2 х3
.
(5)
х1 ≤ max
5 + 3 х2 + 5 х3 + 3 х2 х3
For convenience of analysis the reverse transition from the encoded factor values to the natural
ones was made:
λ − λ0
L − L0
λ − λ 0 L − L0
( wmax − 11 − 5 ⋅
−7⋅
−4
⋅
) ⋅ hN
hλ
hL
hλ
hL
N≤
+ N0 ,
(6)
λ − λ0
L − L0
λ − λ 0 L − L0
+ 5⋅
+ 3⋅
⋅
5 + 3⋅
hλ
hL
hλ
hL
where N is the number of network station, , L is the frame length, and λ is the intensity of the
application receipt from the station respectively; N0, L0, λ0 are the basic levels of the network stations
number, the frame length, and the intensity applications receipt from the station respectively; hN , hL ,
hλ are the intervals of varying the number of network stations, the frame length ,and the intensity of
application receipt from the station respectively.
Substituting the numerical values of the known variables let us go to the graphical representation of
the obtained dependencies. Fig. 8 shows the region of acceptability for parameters of the Token Ring
network (number of stations, intensity of applications receipt from the station) at the adopted limit for
the average waiting time of application in the queue Twallow = 0,25 s . This region is restricted by the
function N=f(λ, L) at L=3000 octets, abscissa (λ=0) and ordinate axis (N=0).
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Fig. 8 shows that for example, at λ=60 applications/s the number of stations of the Token Ring
network in the automation system of sorting process at the marshalling yard should not exceed five.

Fig. 8. Function N=f (λ, L) for the Token Ring network that provides the restrictions for the average waiting time
in the queue 0.25 s at the frame length 3000 octets

Fig. 9 shows the region of acceptability for parameters of the Token Ring network (number of
stations, intensity of applications receipt from the station, frame length) at the adopted restriction for
the average waiting time in the application queue 0.25 s. This region is restricted by the planes N=0,
λ=0, L=0 and the surface N=f(λ,L). The figure shows, for example, that at λ=60 applications/s and
L=3000 octets the number of network stations should not exceed five.

5. CONCLUSIONS
1. Owing to the fact that the analytical simulation is very cumbersome and difficult to develop, the
simulation model of the Token Ring network was selected. On the basis of the fact that the networks
belong to the systems, which may cause different kinds of queues, it was decided to use the QS as
the mathematical tool.
2. To implement the model of the Token Ring network the language GPSS was selected. Its main
advantages are the practice of language use, good documentary support, and its focus on building the
QS models.
3. The basis of the simulation model of the Token Ring network is a developed diagram of the data
link layer of the station according to the token method of access to the ring at the speed 4 Mbit/s. The
diagram includes nine states that fully describe the token motion from station to station of the
network. The Token Ring network operation with each station is represented as a queuing system of
M/D/1 type.
4. Using the simulation model “Token Ring-4” the CFE23 was conducted. The number of network
stations, intensity of application receipt from the station, and the length of the frame were taken as
factors. A response is the maximum queue length at the network stations. The empirical model
obtained with the help of the simulation model “Token Ring-4” is considered as adequate by the tcriterion.
5. The purpose of the first part of the study using the simulation model “Token Ring-4” is to get the
dependence of maximum length of the applications queue on the frame length, distribution of time,
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and intensity of application receipt from the station to the network. For example, at the frame length
of 4000 octets and intensity of application receipt from the station 60 applications/s, the application
queue length at the exponential time distribution will be 24 applications.
6. The purpose of the second part of the study using the simulation model “Token Ring-4” is the
determination of network parameters of the Token Ring network during implementation of
restrictions at the average waiting time of application in the queue 0.25 s. Within this framework it
was built the surface N=f(λ,L), which provides restriction implementation.

Fig. 9. Surface N=f (λ, L) for the Token Ring network, that provides the implementation of restrictions for the
average waiting time of application in the queue 0.25 s
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